ELLENI FOR SU WELFARE AND COMMUNITY!

**Simplifying outreach**

Simplify the communication infrastructures between students and the university so we’ll know what’s on, what time, and where, all in one place.

Illuminate which welfare resources are available by disseminating the new SU disorientation guide.

Reopening the communications line for incoming graduates students.

Bolstering the alumni network through events and perks including a social network platform (already being developed).

**A safe space for everyone**

Reviewing and strengthening avenues for justice at Cambridge. Continuing the work to include an Ethics clause into the university and SU constitutions that students know their rights and what resources are available to support them.

Support ongoing projects training staff such as Porters on DEI.

Reinforcing employee welfare values for SU staff so they can keep serving our community sustainably.

Protecting students from immigration raids.

**Rest and digest**

Supporting intermittent students and continuing the work to monitor and decrease unsustainable workloads.

Lobbying for better quality food options in colleges.

**Democracy**

Maintaining the democratic participation of students through student forums, events, and open communication throughout the school year with the SU body.

Support student and staff-led initiatives aiming to improve university life, working especially close with collegiate wellbeing officers.

**A sustainable city**

Improving the biodiversity and sustainable infrastructure within the colleges.

Working with the university increase advocacy for better, safer road and housing conditions for students.

**Accessibility**

Making all students able to access all colleges during daylight hours.

Removing some of the financial and logistical barriers for students and staff to use university facilities.

Increasing solar powered light infrastructures in and around colleges.